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“John & Jehn was, for me, very valuable—everything I know about music or the music business is something I’ve learned with
John.. And that, if you’ll pardon the salacious segue, is where Johnny Hostile comes in.

1. savages silence yourself
2. savages silence yourself vinyl
3. savages silence yourself lyrics

And unlike much of the canon itself (with the possible exception of Siouxsie & the Banshees, who had their moments), Savages
are sexy—their music, while easily linked to post-punk’s anti-blues, “rip it up and start again” ethos, doesn’t entirely eschew
rock ’n’ roll’s carnal groove.. 05 Waiting For a Sign/06 Dead Nature/07 She Will/08 No Face/09 Hit Me/10 Husbands/11
Marshal Dear ADORE LIFE-01 The Answer/02 Evil/03 Sad Person/04 Adore/05 Slowing Down the World/06 I Need
Something New/07 When In Love/08 Surrender/09 TIWYG/10 Mechanics.. SAVAGES MANIFESTO #2: SAVAGES is not
trying to give you something you didn’t have already, it is calling within yourself something you buried ages ago, it is an attempt
to reveal and reconnect your PHYSICAL and EMOTIONAL self and give you the urge to experience your life differently, your
girlfriends, your husbands, your jobs, your erotic life and the place music occupies in your life.. Beth and Hostile—née Camille
Berthomier and Nicolas Congé—have personal and musical roots that go deeper than this decade, down to 2006, when they left
their hometown of Poitiers, France for London, where they launched their music project John & Jehn.
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They’re all apt, but more than most contemporary bands designated post-punk, Savages are worthy of inclusion in that canon. 
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 It was nominated for the 2013 Mercury Prize SILENCE YOURSELF-01 Shut Up/02 I Am Here/03 City's Full/04 Strife.. The
world’s first sighting of Savages came as recently as Jan 2012, with a short, well-shot B&W video of the band performing one of
their best songs (my personal favourite), “City’s Full. Liscad Crack
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It reached number 19 in the UK Albums Chart in May 2013, and was critically acclaimed.. Just listen to “Strife”—the song
would penetrate you sexually if it only had a cock.. “It was a very intimate project, something that was much more a way of life
than a profession, which is what I consider the music to be now with Savages,” says Beth.. Photo byRichard DumasSilence
Yourself is the debut album by Savages, a ferocious, fully formed record that sounds like a lost transmission from the core of
England’s post-punk lineage.. OLE-1036-2; CD) Savagesare an English rockband formed in 2011 in London Their debut album,
Silence Yourselfwas released on 6 May 2013 via Matador Records.. The comparison to the posthumously ubiquitous
Manchester band is common, as is that of Beth’s voice to Siouxsie Sioux and Gemma Thompson’s guitar grind to PiL.. Format:
CD, Year: 2013, Label: Matador (OLE-1036-2), Barcode: 22, Length: 38:45.. Savages Silence Yourself RareSavages Silence
Yourself RarelySavages Silence Yourself TorrentAyes Hassan, Gemma Thompson, Jehnny Beth and Fay Milton.. From
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Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Silence Yourself is the debut studio album by the English post-punk band Savages, released on
6 May 2013 on Matador Records and Pop Noire, a label owned by vocalist Jehnny Beth. b0d43de27c Jual Autodesk Autocad
For Mac
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